INSTRUCTIONS for PRESENTERS of Flash Interactive Presentations (FIPs)
Dear presenters, to assure social distance as required due to the COVID-19 pandemic emergency,
the traditional poster sessions have been fully converted to a new online format.
In order to facilitate the presentation and discussion of the work, the format has been modified into
a new one named Flash Interactive Presentation (FIP). Essentially, each presenting author is required
to prepare a 3 to 4 slide presentation, where the content is summarized as is usually done by means
of a poster board.
We arranged both on demand and live modalities for these FIPs. The on-demand modality will be
available to attendees before the live sessions, in order to permit to all registered participants to
take a first sight of all the possible FIPs. The live modality is intended to be interactive. Live FIP
sessions will be active during dedicated time frames, so please refer to the scientific program of the
GASS for their scheduling.
Proper areas of the venue will be allocated to FIPs’ presenters who plan to participate in person in
Rome for attending live FIP sessions.
FIPs presenters are required to prepare and upload before August 16th the following files:
- One PDF file with a 3 to 4 slides presentation summarizing your work (the file must be
provided in pdf format)
- One MP4 file with a 2 to 3 minutes video of yourselves presenting the work. The video style
can be whatever you prefer: going from any form of video shooting to the simple mp4
conversion of the presentation with the recorded voice describing it. Whatever the video
style, the corresponding file shall be provided in MP4 format.
Please start now to prepare your FIP material!
You will soon receive a link and credentials to the Virtual Venue Platform where to upload the PDF
and MP4 files. Files must be named through the code of your paper as it appears in the scientific
program, followed by FirstName_LastName of the presenter. For example: Tu-FIP-F013_John_Wayne.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Authors and presenters accept to share, till the 31st of December 2021, their
uploaded material for visualization by the participants in the URSI GASS 2021. Such material will be
accessible through the virtual platform. It is responsibility of the authors and presenters to meet
possible copyright bindings of the displayed content.

